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ABSTRACT
In this paper, we address the stereo matching problem in stereo videos using partially informed Markov Random
Fields (MRFs) using the motion information between subsequent frames as a side information. We use the motion
vectors within one of the videos to regularize the disparity estimate using this motion field. The proposed scheme
enables us to obtain good disparity estimates using faster and simpler disparity finding algorithms in each step.
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1. INTRODUCTION
With the increasing demand for commercial 3-D technologies in recent years, number of researches on stereoscopy (stereo-matching) has also significantly increased. Among these most of the attention is focused on
matching of stereo images. Stereo matching is the problem of finding pixel-wise correspondences in two given
spatially coupled images. The interest of this problem for the 3D community is that, after having the correspondences, the disparity field of the stereo images is obtained, which enables reconstruction of the 3D image or
estimation of the depth of the scene.
In the literature, there are many approaches to address this problem. Also there are some work, which provide
very detailed comparative performance analysis for most of the common stereo matching algorithms.1, 2 Existing
stereo matching approaches are defined mostly in two categories, which are local3–6 and global methods.7–10
Local methods are also known as correlation based methods, since the matching decision is made according to
the correlation between ensembles of pixels from both of the stereo images. On the other hand, global methods
take some global energy functions into account. By enforcing some constraints, they try to minimize these
functions.
Among the global methods, ones which are based on Markov Random Fields (MRF)8–10 gained popularity
in recent years, since they are more accurate than most of the local approaches and have lesser computational
complexity compared to other global methods, such as graph-cuts.7
Although there are many successful stereo matching approaches, which yield spatially smooth disparity fields
for stationary images, the research on improving the temporal smoothness of the disparity fields for stereo videos
has been limited.6, 8 In order to maintain temporal smoothness, the most common method has been extending the
approaches, which enforce the spatial smoothness, for temporal domain by assuming small temporal displacement
between consecutive images.
In stereo video, there might exist the motion of the scene objects and/or the cameras, and the correspondence
problem. In this work, we couple the MRFs used for stereo matching with the side information obtained from
the motion estimation within one of the videos. From a probabilistic perspective, we estimate the posterior
distribution over all possible matchings given the motion vectors and an initial matching. Intuitively, what we
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do is to increase the penalty to the matching combinations which are not consistent with the motion information
coming from individual videos.
Note that there are various well-established motion estimation algorithms in the literature.11, 12 What we do
is to increase the confidence of stereo matching estimates using these algorithms.
The organization of this paper is as follows. Section 2 gives the classical non informed stereo MRF model
definition. The proposed informed model using motion field is introduced in Section 2.1. Finally, experimental
results and the conclusion of the paper are given in Sections 3 and 4 respectively.

2. MODEL DEFINITION
The classical non-informed stereo matching model can be defined as follows using MRFs:13
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where, d = (d1 , d2 ) is the displacement vectors that link the two images g ∗ (x) and g(x). x is a shorthand for
x = (x1 , x2 ) and Z is the normalization constant for the prior distribution of the displacement vectors. So, given
the displacement vectors d = (d1 , d2 ) and the image g(x); the other image g ∗ (x) is normally distributed with
mean g(x + d(x)), and variance σ 2 . Ed is the energy function over displacement vectors which is defined as:
X X
Ed (d1 , d2 ) =
F (d(xi ), d(xj )).
(3)
i∈image j∈Ci

Here, we take the summation over all the sites i. For each site i, we consider the neighborhood Ci , which can be
taken as four pixel neighborhood. F (.) is a distance function. It can be for instance taken as Euclidian distance
or a binary distance which returns −η if inputs are same, or η if they are different, where η is a positive constant.
Given this model, we learn the displacement vectors between two given frames. The undirected graph of the
classical stereo matching model is given in figure 1.
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Figure 1: The undirected graph of the classical disparity estimation model.
Note that for disparity estimation in stereo matching problem, we have d = (d1 , 0). A pictorial description
of the model is given in figure 2. In this figure, g ∗ (x) is modeled as the disparity compensated image g(x + d(x))
plus a zero-mean Gaussian noise ζ. Cast as an optimization problem, we would like to solve:
maximized log p(g ∗ , d|g) = −Ed (d) −

1 X ∗
(g (x) − g(x + d(x)))2 .
2σ 2 x

(4)

Figure 2: The pictorial description of the classical stereo matching problem. Note that ζ ∼ N (0, σ 2 ).
This problem is the classical MRF learning problem and it is known that the exact solution can not be
computed in polynomial time.14 Therefore we resort to approximate learning techniques such as simulated
annealing or belief propagation.

2.1 Proposed Model
In a video context, the classical disparity estimation problem defined in (4) assumes that all time frames are
independent and consequently we do not use any prior knowledge about the disparity image dt at time t except
the smoothness constraint defined via Ed in eq. (1). However in videos, one can exploit the motion information,
in order to incorporate prior knowledge in the disparity estimation. Namely, we can use the motion information
to predict the disparity in the current time step, which can in turn be used in the disparity estimation. To
achieve this, we introduce an additional Gaussian prior on the disparity, which helps us to incorporate motion
information in the disparity estimation (the undirected graph of the proposed model is given in figure 3):
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where dm
t (x) are the motion vectors extracted from gt (x) and gt−1 (x) such that, gt (x) ≈ gt−1 (x + dt (x)). We
m
basically compensate the disparity estimate, dt−1 (x) in time t − 1 with the motion information dt (x) in order
to penalize substantial deviations of dt (x) from dct (x) := dt−1 (x + dm
t (x)). Hence, in a real scenario, in the first
frame (at t = 1), we compute an accurate disparity estimate d1 (x) with a very reliable (possibly slow) method.
Then, in the second frame we use the motion compensated disparity d1 (x + dm
2 (x)) to estimate d2 (x) (with a
faster and possibly less accurate method). Then we use d2 (x + dm
(x))
for
d
(x),
and we go on like this until the
3
3
last frame.

Thus, finding the disparity dt (x), cast as an optimization problem is as follows:

max log p(g ∗ , dt |g, dct ) = −Ed (dt ) −
dt
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where σ 2 and σc2 are respectively the observation variance and variance of the disparity estimate dt (x) from
dct (x). The key idea in this model is based on the assumption that, the motion vectors between the consecutive
frames can be found more accurately than the disparity estimate, since change between the consecutive frames
is generally not substantial compared to the change between two stereo images. Therefore, we use this motion
information to “steer” the disparity estimates. The model is depicted pictorially in figure 4. To find the motion
vectors, we use an off the shelf code in.15 We also employ the median filtering trick mentioned in that paper.
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Figure 3: The undirected graph of the informed disparity estimation model, the addition to the first model is
the introduction of dct , which “steer” the estimation.

Figure 4: The pictorial description of the classical stereo matching problem. Note that ζ ∼ N (0, σ 2 ).

3. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
We work on the Cambridge stereo image dataset.6 In the experiments we provide the results obtained on the
“book” and “temple” sequences. To incorporate the prior knowledge, we use the ground truth in the first frame
and then use the motion information to add in the prior term introduced in our model.
We compare the proposed model with the classical model introduced in section 2 and block matching. In the
proposed model and the classical model, we set the Markov Random field to have 4-neighboorhood connection.
The F (.) function in eq. (3) is chosen as the l1 distance. To find the motion vectors we use an off the shelf code
in.15 To estimate the disparities in each time step, we actually use a naive algorithm such as simulated annealing.
However, the motion compensation algorithm helps to estimate significantly better results (perceptually and in
terms of mean squared error) than the classical uninformed approach as shown in figures 5, 6. In the proposed
informed model, at each time step, we initialize dt (x) = dt−1 (x + dm
t (x)).
Block matching is performed by simple sum of absolute differences (SAD) measure, which gives local correlations. The size of the blocks are of size 9 × 9 pixels. As a preprocessing step a rank filter of size 15 × 15 is

applied on both of the stereo images prior to matching.2

(a) Ground truth, “book” sequence, frames 11, 16, 21, 26.

(b) Estimated disparities with the classical model section 2, frames 11, 16, 21, 26.

(c) Estimated disparities with the SAD method, frames 11, 16, 21, 26.

(d) Estimated disparities with the proposed model, frames 11, 16, 21, 26.
Figure 5: Results on the “book” sequence.
These results suggest that, ambiguous regions such as the background of the sequence tend to result in
fluctuating disparity estimates in the classical model. Using the motion information enables us to impose a bias
towards the previous disparity estimate dt−1 . Therefore, in the regions where there is no significant motion,
the estimate turns out to be very promising. What we essentially achieve with the proposed algorithm is that,
we can obtain competitive results with faster and/or simpler algorithms since, the motion compensation idea
significantly shrinks the size of our search space.

(a) Ground truth, “temple” sequence, frames 15, 22, 29, 36.

(b) Estimated disparities with the classical model in section 2, frames 15, 22, 29, 36.

(c) Estimated disparities with the SAD method, frames 15, 22, 29, 36.

(d) Estimated disparities with the proposed model, frames 15, 22, 29, 36.
Figure 6: Results on the “temple” sequence.

4. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK
As the results given in figures 5 and 6 suggest, using the motion information helps us to significantly refine the
estimated disparity. In a real-time scenario, one can “initialize” the algorithm with a very accurate disparity
estimate in order to have better disparity estimates in the subsequent frames. In this work, we only used a
modest learning algorithm such as simulated annealing. Better results can be obtained with more sophisticated
approaches such as graph cuts. Also, better spatial priors can be chosen in order to have smoother disparity
estimates with less artifacts.
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